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Who are Elder...
Elder Engineering (Herts) Ltd
was formed in 1980 as a
privately owned company
to supply engineering plastic
materials in semi finished
stock shapes. The range quickly
developed to include Industrial
and High Performance
advanced plastics enabling
Elder’s customers to purchase
today’s complete range of
materials from one source.
New innovations including
PTFE and UHMWP with adhesive
led to the introduction of high
performance adhesive tapes
and high quality silicone rubber
and sponge products.
It was a natural progression for
Elder to supply customers with
finished components to their
drawings. The high level of
technical expertise at Elder
coupled with our own design

capabilities means that we
can make a contribution to
the solution of your technical
problems. In the last three years
Elder progressed into machining
metal components due to
increase demand from our
customer base.
Elder, has certification to AS9100
Rev D and BS EN ISO 9001:2015
and in addition, many individual
company approvals have been
attained. This ensures that quality
and service at a competitive price
remains the constant priority.
Today, Elder is a leading
manufacturer of precision
engineered parts and
components in Metals and
Plastics, with divisions consisting
of High Performance Tapes,
sponge and Rubber, and X-Ray
test pieces.
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How we help
our customers
By providing components that
are always finished and tailored
to your requirements whether
cut, milled, turned or routered,
using our CNC equipment
you can be assured that Elder
Engineering can provide parts
not only in a range of materials
but also to the highest
standards.

High Performance Tapes
and Gaskets, stocked as master
logs for ease of conversion,
our in-house converting gives
Elder the flexibility of providing
customers with exactly what
they need without high MOQS.
Supplied to many industries
including Aerospace, Medical,
food and flame spray industries.

High Precision Metal
Components can be produced
from our CNC Mills, CNC lathes,
CNC Routers and assembly
department.
We do not have any cross
contamination due to a
dedicated 5 Axis and CNC
Lathes to machining metals.

Elder Engineering (Herts) Ltd
are certified to AS9100 Rev D
along with many individual
company approvals. Our priority
is focused on quality and service
at competitive prices, be they in
the Food Packaging, Aerospace,
Medical, Printing or any other
industry.
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High Precision
CNC Machining
Elder Engineering offer a
competitive machine part service.
A complete range of machining
processes can be offered from
5 axis work right through to
assembly. Every part is machined
to the highest standards.
Quality and delivery are what
we pride ourselves on.
If you have a part or drawing in
Metal or Plastic we will be happy
to produce a quotation for you.
For our full plant list and capabilities,
please visit our website
www.elderengineering.co.uk
The advantage of using Elder is that
we specialise in High Precision CNC
machining, our team is able to offer
technical advice and are happy to
help with materials selection when
required.
For more information or a
competitive quote please contact
us on 01707 325513 or email us at
drawings@elderengineering.co.uk
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Elder Tapes
and Rubber
A division of Elder Engineering
(Herts) Ltd that has grown, due
to the long term relationships
Elder have with two leading
manufacturers.
With our in-house converting
we are able to offer a variety of
high performance tapes, sponge
and rubber, converted exactly to
your needs, whether that is slit
rolls, cut sheets, stamped parts
or shapes, gaskets and seals.
With a large stock range, we
can offer our products without
implementing high MOQS.
Our full profile of products
offered can be found at
www.eldertapesandrubber.co.uk
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Xray Test Pieces
Manufacturers of security
products for airports and
other security driven sectors.
Elder Engineering (Herts) Ltd
enjoys certification for AS9100,
BS EN ISO 9001:2015.
Only approved material suppliers
that comply with our own high
accreditation status procedures
are used.
With our work with the
Department of Transport (DFT)
Elder will continue to produce a
wide range of security products.
For more information please
refer to our dedicated website
www.xraytestpieces.co.uk
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